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Abstract 

Every holomorphic map of 2C  to 2C  which preserves general two level 
curves of a general type polynomial preserves its polynomial and such 
holomorphic maps make a finite subgroup of algebraic automorphisms of 

.2C  

0. Introduction 

It is well known that the rational function of a complex variable with same three 
values distributions is uniquely determined. Therefore, if ( )xP  and ( )xQ  are 

polynomials and ( )( )xQP  is fixed two values distributions, ( )xQ  is the identity. We 

study it in the two dimensional case. 

Let ( )yxP ,  be a primitive general type polynomial (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.4 

for its definition). Let ( )2,1=iAi  be a general level curve of ( )yxP ,  of ( )ng,  

type such as { },iP α=  where iα  and 2α  are distinct complex numbers. If F is a 

holomorphic map of 2C  to 2C  such as { } ii AFP =α=  for ,2,1=i  then FP  
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P=  and ( ).2CalgAutF ∈  And such holomorphic maps F make a finite subgroup 

of ( )2CalgAut  such as { } ( ) ngF 6112 +−#  (Theorem 2.6). 

The condition that ( )yxP ,  is a primitive polynomial is not essential (see 

Theorem 3.1) but the condition that ( )yxP ,  is a general type polynomial is essential 

(see Theorem 3.2). 

1. Preliminaries 

Let ( )yxP ,  be a nonconstant polynomial and S be an irreducible component of 

a level curve of ( )., yxP  If the normalization of S is holomorphically isomorphic to 

a finite Riemann surface of ( )ng,  type, that is, its genus ∞<g  and its boundary 

consists of n punctured points ( ),∞<n  then we call S is an algebraic curve of 

( )ng,  type. 

It is well known that every irreducible components of every level curve of 
( )yxP ,  are same type except for a finite number of them. So, if general irreducible 

components of level curves of ( )yxP ,  are of ( )ng,  type, then we call that ( )yxP ,  

is a polynomial of ( )ng,  type. 

Definition 1.1. If except for a finite number of level curves of ( )yxP ,  every 

level curve is irreducible, then we call that ( )yxP ,  is a primitive polynomial. 

Proposition 1.2 (cf. [3, Proposition 1]). For every nonconstant polynomial 
( ),, yxP  there are a primitive polynomial ( )yxP ,0  and a polynomial of one complex 

variable π such that .0PP π=  

Following proposition is well known owing to M. Suzuki and T. Yoshioka. 

Proposition 1.3. Let ( )yxP ,  be a primitive polynomial of ( )ng,  type. Then 

except for a finite number of level curves every level curve is irreducible, 
nonsingular and of ( )ng,  type. If an irreducible component of exceptional level 

curves is of ( )ng ′′,  type, then gg ≤′  and .ngng +≤′+′  

Definition 1.4. When ( )yxP ,  is a polynomial of ( )ng,  type, we call that 
( )yxP ,  is general type if 022 >+− ng  and we call that it is exceptional type if 

else, that is, 0=g  and 1=n  or .2=n  
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Theorem 1.5 (Oikawa [4]). If R is a finite open Riemann surface of ( )ng,  type, 

where ,022 >+− ng  then ( ){ } ( ) ,6112 lngRAut =+−#  where ( )RAut  is the 

automorphisms of R. 

Proposition 1.6. Let R be the same as of Theorem 1.5. Then every nonconstant 
self holomorphic map ϕ of R is an automorphism of R. 

Proof. Let R~  be a compactification of R. Since R is hyperbolically imbedded in 

,~R  ϕ is extended holomorphically to .~~:~ RR →ϕ  The image ( )R~~ϕ  is a compact and 

open set because ϕ is a nonconstant holomorphic map. Therefore, ( ) .~~~ RR =ϕ  Set 

.~ RRE −=  Since ( ) Ep ∈ϕ−1~  for a point ,Ep ∈  ϕ~  permutes the points of E. So 

RR →ϕ :  is an onto map and it is regarded as the covering surface of R without 

relative boundaries. Let m be a degree of ϕ. From the Hurwitz formula gn 22 −−  

( ).22 gnm −−  Then we conclude 1=m  because .022 <−− gn  

2. Main Results 

We denote that ( )EF ∈  if F is a nondegenerate holomorphic map of 2C  to 

2C  and ( )PAF ∈  if ( )EF ∈  and F is a polynomial map. And we denote the 

automorphism group of 2C  by ( )2CAut  and the algebraic one by ( ).2CalgAut  

Following proposition is easy to see from Theorem 4.9 in [1]. 

Proposition 2.1. Let ( )yxP ,  be a primitive general type polynomial of ( )ng,  

type and ( )2,1=iAi  be a general level curve of ( )yxP ,  such as { }iP α=  with 

distinct ., 21 αα  If a map ( )EF ∈  satisfies { } ii AFP =α=  for ,2,1=i  then 

( ).PAF ∈  

Proposition 2.2. Let F be the same as of Proposition 2.1. Then .PFP =  

Proof. Let L be an arbitrary complex line which is not contained in a level curve 
of P. As LFP |  is a polynomial on L and value distributions of 1α  and 2α  are the 

same of ,LP  where .LL PFP =|  Since almost L is not contained in a level of P, 

.PFP =  
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Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces. A set F  is included in ( ),, YXC  

where ( )YXC ,  is a space of the continuous maps from X onto Y. Assume that 

( ){ } .;sup ∞<∈= ∈ FfxfN Xx #  Then there is a domain U in X and F∈Nff ...,,1  

such that for every ,F∈f  ,UiU ff |=|  where { }....,,1 Ni ∈  

Proof. From the assumption there is a point Xx ∈0  and F∈Nff ...,,1  such 

that ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ },...,,; 0010 xfxffxf N=∈ F  where ( ) ( )001 ...,, xfxf N  are mutually 

different points of Y. Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0x  such that for 

every ,Ux ∈  ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }UfUffxf N...,,; 1⊂∈ F  and ( ) ( )NiUfi ...,,1=  are 

mutually disjoint. If we fix F∈f  arbitrary and we set ( ) ( ){ },; xfxfUxE ii =∈=  

then the set iE  is open one. Since ,1 NEEU ∪∪=  ∅=ji EE ∩  for ji ≠  and 

U is connected, there is an integer { }Ni ...,,1∈  such as .iEU =  

Proposition 2.4. Let F be a map such as the same in Proposition 2.1. Then 
{ } .lF#  

Proof. For every point ,2C∈p  we shall prove ( ){ } =
∈

lpF
p

#2sup
C

 

( ) .6112 ng +−  Let p be a point of general level curve of ( )yxP ,  such as { }.α=P  

Since PFP =  from Proposition 2.2 and F is nonconstant on { } ( ){ }pFP #,α=  

l  by Theorem 1.5. Let E be the set of exceptional level curves of ( )., yxP  Since 

E−2C  is dense in ,2C  ( ){ } .sup 2 lpF
p

#
C∈

 Then we have the conclusion by 

Lemma 2.3. 

Proposition 2.5. Let F be a map such as the same in Proposition 2.1. Then 

( ).2CalgAutF ∈  

Proof. Since kF  satisfies the condition of Proposition 2.1, where kF  is a k-ply 

iteration of F, there is an integer lk0  such as ,0 idF k =  by Proposition 2.4. 

Then we have the conclusion easily. 

From the above discussion, following theorem is proved. 

Theorem 2.6. Let ( )yxP , be a primitive general type polynomial of ( )ng,  type 

and ( )2,1=iAi  be a general level curve of ( )yxP ,  such as { }iP α=  with 
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distinct ,1α  .2α  If a map ( )EF ∈  satisfies { } ii AFP =α=  for ,2,1=i  then 

( )2CalgAutF ∈  and .PFP =  And such F makes a subgroup of ( )2CalgAut  with 

{ } ( ) .6112 nglF +−=#  

3. Some Remarks 

Let ( )yxP ,  be a general type polynomial of ( )ng,  type. From Proposition 1.2, 

there is a primitive polynomial ( )yxP ,0  and a polynomial π of one complex variable 

such that ( ) ( ).,, 0 yxPyxP π=  Let 1A  and 2A  be general level curves of ( )yxP ,0  

such as ( ){ }ii yxPA α== ,0  with distinct ,1α .2α  

Theorem 3.1. Let ( )yxP ,  and iA  be the same above and a map ( )EF ∈  satisfy 

{ } ( ).2,10 ==α= iAFP ii  Then such F makes a subgroup of ( )2CalgAut  such 

as PFP =  with { } ,lF#  where ( ) .6112 ngl +−=  

Proof. It is the direct consequence of Theorem 2.6 and .00 PFP π=π  

In the case of a polynomial of exceptional type, there is a following: 

Theorem 3.2 ([5] and [2]). Let ( )yxP ,  be a polynomial of exceptional type 

and ( )2CAutT ∈  satisfy .PTP =  Then such T makes a transcendental infinite 

subgroup of ( ).2CAut  
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